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All current genome sequencing strategies 
are clone-based.

1. ordered clone sequencing
e.g., C. elegans

well suited for repetitive sequences because positions 
are known

2. whole genome shotgun sequencing
e.g., D. melanogaster & H. Influenzae

best suited for small genomes



Genome sequencing 
strategies

PUBLIC Celera

Hierarchical
= clone-by-clone
= ordered clone
= map-based 
= top-down

Shotgun
= whole genome shotgun



No genome of a eukaryote has been sequenced completely 
because of the existence of repetitive DNA.

Human genome, “Finished” Definition
= < 1/10000 base is incorrectly assigned
& 95% euchromatin sequenced
& each gap is smaller than 150kb. 

25% Complete 
now



A. Finished Sequence 
•The sequence should be no less than 99.99% accurate (an 
error rate of no more than 1/10,000)

•The sequence should ideally contain no gaps; 
• In regions where gaps cannot be closed, the database entry   
should be annotated as to the size of the gap, the orientation 
of flanking regions, and the efforts that have been made to try 
to close the gap.

[www.genome.gov/page.cfm?pageID=10000923]



B. Finished Chromosomes 
•The sequence assembly across the euchromatic
portions of each chromosome arm must be 
contiguous.
•
• If complete contiguity cannot be obtained for 
biological reasons (e.g., if the appropriate clone 
cannot be recovered despite all efforts to do so), all 
remaining gaps must be sized, oriented, and 
annotated. 

•At least 95% of the chromosome must be 
represented in contiguous sequence. 

[www.genome.gov/page.cfm?pageID=10000923]



Tackling genome with repetitive sequences
ordered clone sequencing & WGS deal with repetitive 

DNA in different way.

Ordered Clone sequencing allows straightforward 
assembly of many of the dispersed repeats, 

while whole genome shotgun assembly 
connects the single-copy sequences on either 
side of a repetitive element but ignores the 
sequence of the repetitive element itself.



Shotgun scale

Even the ordered clone method needs shotgun sequencing,
these shotgun clones are produced by restriction enzyme 
in partial degestion in place of random shotgun clone 
produced by sonication or others in WGS methods. 



Gaps usually occur, regardless of technique

– short gaps filled by PCR
– long gaps require additional cloning, sometimes 

in different host









Whole genome shotgun

Scaffold = an ordered set of contigs in which there may be 
unsequenced gaps connected by pair-end sequence reads.



Pair-end reads
If both ends of the same clone are sequenced, the two 
resulting reads are called.

The sequences corresponding to the two ends of a cloned insert.



Closing sequence gaps

Primer-directed walking



The computational algorithms developed by Celera

Screener mask repetitive sequence & interspersed repeat

Overlapper compare unscreened and search overlapping

Unitagger solve problem from the low copy number of 
a sequence resulting repeat-induced overlaps

(from overlapping unique seq to make a contig)

Scaffolder uses mate-pair information to link U-unitags 
into scaffold contigs.



Example of 
WGS















STS (sequence tag site) = a sequence that is unique in genome





Fig. 10.12



Ordered clone sequencing

cosmid

V = intron



Assembly of a draft genome from individually BAC 
clones entails three steps:

1. Filtering
the removal of contamination fragments.

2. Layout
Involves generating and ordering contigs for each clone.

3. Merge
Merge by aligning overlaps at the end of BAC sequence.



1. Filtering
the removal of contamination fragments.

<1> MegaBLAST is used to compare the raw genomic 
sequences to a database of contaminant sequences, 
including:

Univec (database of vector sequence) www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/VecScreen/UniVec.html
; E. Coli genome; Bacterial insertion sequences; Bacteriophage

<2> RepeatMasker http://ftp.genome.washington.edu.cgi-bin/RepeatMasker

identify known organism-specific repeats

eliminate the confounding matches.

<3> UniSTS www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genome/sts/epcr.cgi
Determination of STS content for mappping
Identify some foreign sequences.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/VecScreen/UniVec.html
http://ftp.genome.washington.edu.cgi-bin/RepeatMasker
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genome/sts/epcr.cgil


2. Layout
Involves generating and ordering contigs for each clone.

<1> Ordering by Clone Fringerprints – restriction enzyme

<2> Ordering by Clone Fringerprints – repetitive sequence 
southern blotting

<3> Ordering by Alu-PCR

<4> Ordering by STS (sequence-tagged sites). 

<5> Ordering by FISH confirmed physical map order







STS (Sequence tagged sites)
•is simply a short DNA sequence with unique location

•generally between 100 and 500 bp in length

•easily recognized

•occur only once in chromosome or genome being studied

•Any unique DNA sequence can be used as an STS

•STS do not include repetitive sequences

•Commonly source of STS: 
EST & Random genomic sequence, SSLP



EST (expressed sequence tags)

EST can be STS, assuming that it comes from a unique gene 
and not from a  member of a gene family with similar 
sequences.  



SSLP = Simple sequence length polymorphism,

e.g., minisatellite, microsatellite

Use for both genetic mapping and physical mapping

Polymorphic SSLPs have already been mapping by 
linkage analysis, providing direct connection between 
genetic & physical map.





Physical map by clone fingerprint mapping



Figure 9.16



Fig. 10.11



Combination of fingerprinting & STS mapping



Making radiation 
hybrids

Induce chromosome breakage & rejoining

linkage

DNA 
isolation

Spot on membrane

denature

Probe hybridization





Typically the fragments are 5-10Mb,
with each cell containing fragments
equivalent to 15-35% of the human 
genome.

The collection of cells is called a
radiation hybrid panel & can be used
as mapping reagent in STS mapping.









Localized by FISH mapping





Closing sequence gaps

Primer-directed walking



Closing sequence gaps



Sequence Verification
at three levels

1. Completeness.
Microbial genomes may contain small gaps that is hard to close.

Higher eukaryotic genomes contain large stretches of 
heterochromatin that are simply excluded from analysis.

2. Accuracy.
Probability scores & sequencing more clone to cover a specific region

3. Validity of assembly.
Disagreements among repeated assembly are called breakpoints.





Alignment of two draft human genome assemblies

Adapted from “A Primer of Genome Science＂
by G Gibson & S V Muse 



Adapted from “A Primer of Genome Science＂









genome assembly & annotation pipeline
in NCBI

HGP sequences are highly fragmented & sparsely annotated.
Policy of releasing sequence data to public database everyday

NCBI provides annotated assemblies of public genome sequence
An integrated view of a genome.





Genome
Analysis

Adapted from 
“Bioinformatics＂
by D W Mount 
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